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Informatics and Employment
Introduction
Society coul d be described as the hand in the glove of its
technology , where the g l ove i s an i ron glove and the hand grows to
fit it.

In the

pre -, i ndustr i al~

agricul tural society, men were

either landed aristocrats or serfs ; and in the industrial era~ man ' s
position in society and role i n the production process depended on
whether he was an owner of capi tal ~ or manager of a factory 9 or simply
a hand in a factory.

Now, i n the post-i ndustrial era, it is reason-

able to suppose that the new
will dominate our

soc i ety ~

techno l ogy~

in particular informatics ,

affecti ng empl oyment and politics.

Everyone of us is al ready affe cted by others ' use of computer
systems~

and it is i mportant that as many educated individuals as

possible are aware of the range of current possibilities , practical
constraints and the fundamental limitati ons of computer system
design and operati on.

We shoul d a l so be made to think a little

about the expandi ng consequences of the accelerating s li de towards
computer-communicati on systems i n al l aspects of our lives: we
stand on a rather s lippery s l op e on whi ch i t i s harder to check or
change course the further we go.
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It is a fair question to ask if the consequences of computer
systems are any different from those of other innovatory technologies , or if the media men have chosen computing systems as a
favourite technical bogey?

(I once suggested that the crest of the

British Computing Soci.ety should be a 'scapegoat rampant on a field
of variable length '.)

There is more than a touch of this with

computing communications
faster~

systems ~

but the pace of innovation is

the scope of applications wider, and the influence more

subtle and more pervasive.

Information Systems are becoming the

neriTOUS systems of our society, and as our Western democracies
become even more highly

strung~

the health and strength of these

nervous systems is ever more important to us .
pestilence apart , continued innovation is
this is not necessarily a bad

thing ~

War , famine J and

. inevitable~

we need to stay on guard.

Our political problem is to attempt to direct the
vary the

pace ~

and although

course~

and

of innovation so that it meets our human needs and

matches our finite capacities to adapt as individuals and as social
groups , remembering that society adapts slower than the individual.
Today, I would like to look at three particular aspects of
informatics~

of which the first is

Design Objectives for Information Systems

1..

My context will be UK commercial data processing systems only.
Data processing systems
social problems .

Data

hav~

the highest potential for generating

proc~ssing

has been commonly sold to top

management as a means of reducing and stabilising costs and eliminating

labour_intensive paper work.

Partly for this reason, and

partly because the first machines were quite fantastically costly
compared with other items of clerical equipment, the proposals were
justified and planned in financial or investment terms.

Top manage-

ment was then able to handle a proposal which they did not begin to
comprehend, by reducing it into a familiar investment decision, which
they do understand, that is by setting return on capital employed to
match the risk.
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While 'return on capital invested' is valid for comparing alternatives, it is not valid for setting the objectives of system design
as a computer proposal is rarely being compared with all other
investments.
As a

consequence~

too many schemes are dominated by narrow

objectives, are hagridden by cost criteria with resulting rigid and
unhuman design, and rarely att,e mpt to put a smile on the face of
anyone but the Finance Director,
Financial criteria may pretend to be a neutral metric but they
never are, and soon become an objective in their own right.
You may say: naturally enough) he who pays the piper should
call the tune.

Moreover, without exception, computer schemes have

been initiated by management, not by the workers.

It is certainly

true to say that computer salesmen sold to those who controlled the
means to pay, and selling was done in terms that could be expected
to appeal to buyers.
It is also true that 'the workers' have not generally been
invited to take part in the design process:

bu~

equally they have

not sought this, contenting themselves with the passive defence of
their pay and jobs.
In asking 'Is efficiency and cost efficiency enough?' we need
to be clear what we mean by efficiency.

Let us consider three

aspects.
(a)

Efficiency in Operating: programs should be effective and

accurate.

No one quarrels with this, so long as the costs are not

cut so tight as to produce hieroglyphic bank statements, or in the
future, to erode privacy protection.
tb)

Privacy has to be paid for.

Ha:rdware efficiency: no one wants unnecessary equipment, but

management and workers may hold different views on more kit versus
more shifts.

Again, operating staff are required to work in a

needlessly restricted environment to suit the machine's design.
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(c)

Efficiency in the rest of business from using the computer:

here there is scope for a compromise between ruthless costcutting and a uhion ' s paradise.
Because top management has not understood computers , nor wanted to,
regarding it as a matter of servile detail unbecoming to their
status, system design has been left too much in the hands of
computer experts , system analysts and programmers.

This is fine

for settling technical details but not for setting broad objectives
of design.

The experts set up targets which appeal to them,

usually technical

performance~

quantitative matters in their own

area of competence, and they neglect or overlook the untidy, qualitatiYe, unpredictable human factors .

To lapse into a bit of

sociological jargon , the reward-value systems of systems analysts
have nothing to do with human benefit as opposed to technical
efficiency.
Again systems designers tend to be young hawks who have
frightened the plump, elderly doves of management.

These system

designers have no experience or long term commitment to the craft
or jobs which their systems affect.

They design conceptually-

clean, naively simple systems based on the total and absolute
compliance by the man and women affected by them.

These systems

are rule-bound, rigid, blind to the real world outside with its
fatigue, boredom, wet Monday mornings and Poets days (Push Off
Early, Tomorrow's Saturday) ,
I am not saying that systems analysts are stupid or motivated
by malice; indeed they are usually surprised when militant workers
castigate them as being tools of management .

They see themselves

as honestly and impartially seeking to do their best for their paymasters in the light of their own

training ~

but this too is

dominated by the drive for technical efficiency.
It is true that no-one sets them explicit social improvement
objectives, but, as aspiring members of a would-be profession, they
might be expected to steer their clients towards more socially
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acceptable norms.

However, the computer profession is not yet

mature enough to have won the respect that allows its members to
act ln this way.
Of the adverse effects of a too-singleminded pursuit of
efficiency, I have already mentioned shift working with special
reference to Saturday working, and working in windowless rooms,
noisy printers, pale flickering VDUS (Video Display Uni ts), and
boring data preparation.

Clive Jenkins has said that the boredom

of the clerical proletariat has been transferred to the boredom of
the data preparation room.
Secondly, unlike scientific users, the status of clerical and
lower managerial staff has not been enhanced by the use of computers.
Their skill and experience has very often been devalued or scrapped,
and they have become peripherals performing residual functions that
are uneconomic to mechanise.
Thirdly, the pursuit of efficiency has led to the overcentralisation of authority, due to the misuse of arguments resting on
economies of scale and scarcity of talent.

The economic arguments

are weak because they take no account of, or overlook, the effect
of overcentralisation on the performance of the people affected,
who respond to responsibility and respond adversely to being
directed by rigid bureaucracy.
I believe that we need to explore the trade-off of cost/social
benefit, as the current balance is far from being the best that
could be achieved.

Therefore, systems . analysts should promote

McGregor's Theory Y view of management (people like to be trusted)
rather than Theory X (1), which suggests that people dislike work
and have to be whipped.
We must educate our Masters. Top Management needs a new system
of values which includes some social and human objectives.

These

values should be les-s- exclusively financial, more socially aware
and voluntary, or be enforced by the logic of events.
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System

design objectives should be set to take a cc ount of people ' s
psychological needs.

There should be a general acceptance that

maximising the measurable does not guarantee an optimum solution.
Economics is now overdominant because it provides a rather facile
rationale for choice, but system design is not a technical problem
with only one solution.

There must also be active staff involvement

in system design , instead of the IIpuppy- on- a- lead lt situation as now.
2.

Some Social Implications of Redundancy Deskilling
Opinions may vary about the effects of computers on employment,

but hard statistics are hard to find and hard to believe when you do
find them .

Real or imagined threats to their skills and jobs do

determine people ' s attitudes to computers.

The ordinary man/woman

is hostile to computers.
Most ordinary men and women fear change as a challenge to their
security; they are inherently modest about their own ability to cope
with new ways .

Perhaps, as Churchill said of Attlee, they have plenty

to be modest about .
In times like the present, the fear of being made redundant is a
most potent factor.

Computer Systems have been widely sold and

advertised to reduce costs through increased labour productivity.
Top management's productivity is the worker ' s unemployment .

Of

course, this is not true if production also rises at least as rapidly,
but there are few business problems which could not be solved or
postponed indefinitely by perpetual growth.
In my experience , staff exposed to the risk of computerisation
worry greatly about how many redundancies there might be , and who,
when and on what terms.

Redundancy is a social as well as a personal

problem, for those displaced, retire , remain unemployed or lapse into
unskilled or servi ce occupations and so contribute less of value to
the economy.

Those made redundant by the computing profession do not

rise in that profession , but tend to descend on the scale of usefulness to society.
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Redundancy poses major problems for unions and strongly colours
their attitude to computer schemes.

Computers are not unique in

this, the same is felt about all technical innovations, as
innovations are very rarely used to serve the workers' purpose.
Much will depend on whether a l!Ill.ion embraces computer " as well as
clerical and managerial staff.

Even computer staff cannot escape

redundancy with, for example, the introduction of real time systems
causing redundancy of data preparation slaves.
Some employers seem to have hoped to clip unions' wings by
using computers to reduce the size of their large clerical armies;
in other words, solving their problems by setting the value 'labour
force ' to zero, to eliminate labour problems.

This is a mistake,

however, as unions are well aware of this policy, and will become
militant about the reduction of their clerical batallions.
As well as outright redundancy, computer schemes commonly
shift the boundaries betwe.en different jobs and skills creating
structural problems that trouble the affected staff and raise spectres
of inter-union rivalry.

Few situations could be more frustrating

for an employer than to be helplessly entangled in an inter-union
battle.
Stock remedies for redundancy are natural wastage and labour
mobility.

Natural wastage, or silent firing, is mere wishful

thinking: it never occurs to the right people at the right time
and place, or to the correct numbers or skills.

In the U.K., labour

mobility appeals to the planners but not to the men affected who
may be very ready to move bet'ween employers but not to change craft
or skills or move to a different part of the county.

Both these

stock answers to the problem of redundancy are much less relevant
than their advocates are ready to admit.
More troubles·omein the long term is that computer schemes tend
to raise the educational requirement for secure employment, thus
doing nothing to help those who always find themselves at the wrong
end of every queue for jobs: namely, the ill-prepared, unskilled
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young, maladjusted and black.

We emphasise equality and tend to

ignore the frequency distribution of Intelligence Quotient by
designing systemsal1d procedures that the lower deciles cannot hope
to master.

Perhaps the more intelligent should work to support the

rest, but this is not a policy openly formulated.

Its casual

adoption could cause much social discomfort for it makes large
assumptions about the inherent benevolence of the brainy.
The loss of a job is obvious and traumatic for the individual,
but the loss of the opportunity to use a skill may be no less
troublesome.

Automatic methods generally lead to the separation of

skills: in commercial

work~

the craft level of clerks is replaced

by a few with the higher skills of system design9 and the majority
with the lower skills of machine operators.

This creates a kind of

energy gap or potential barrier that restricts a man ' s upward
mobility and traps the unskilled in the lowest level.
Very often rigid systems take an instrumental view of

man~

and

the majority of those who work them are schooled to operate as plugin perihperals.

This is a return to the Victorian attitude of

workers being just 'hands' with no brains or personality to worry
about.

For such men and women? the trivial chores of clerical work

have been replaced by the meaningless motions of wet-nursing the
machine system.

It is not surprising that they lose their sense of

individuality and contribution? join unions and give rise to the
novel phenomenon? for the United Kingdom, of white collar militancy.
Older men and women in particular can be severely shocked by
having a lifetime's skill or experience made obsolete and devalued
overnight by a machine.

Skill and experience have both been hard

won and have given the person self-respect and a clear sense of how
he fitted into society .

Not only general-purpose office workers

but professional men and women also are threatened by instant clipon skills, for example program packages, which seem to trivialise
what they have been proud of and write down their past contribution
to Society's well being.
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Nor is it any consolation that their life-image of responsible
high-level work is shattered by a youthful iconoclast of half their
age and a quarter of their experience who has crammed their skill
into a few hundred Cobol statements.
With craft-pride destroyed and self-respect undermined, the
result can be a feeling of alienation from the job and from Society,
for today a man's job still sets his status and defines his position
among his friends and neighbours.

Alienation spawns an unpleasing

pair of twins: disillusioned apathy for the dispirited many, and
sullen militancy for the resentful few.

These unhelpful attitudes

spread readily from economics to politics y although a Marxian would
not distinguish between the two.
Unwanted leisure
A commonplace solution to loss of jobs is to share out the work
among more people by having shorter weeks, longer holidays and
earlier retirement.

There is surely no law of God or economics

that states that a man must work forty hours a week, fifty weeks
a year for forty years.

However this would pose the severe problem

of leisure.
Everyone wants more leisure, time to do only what they want to
do.

However some have more time off then they know what to do with.

These are most likely to be those who are least fitted by education
to occupy their leisure.

In fact, few of us are; for a formal

education for the most part still concentrates on preparing us to
earn a living, not to live.
Many people have a natural abhorrence to this time vacuum, to
unfilled time which has to be 'killed'.

They suffer from temporal

agoraphobia when faced with a lengthy stretch of empty time.

The

result of enforced leisure is boredom and in the active young,
alienation and aggression against

~

society which seems to have no

need for them and no satisfactory part for them to play.
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Salesmen know a vacuum when they see one.

The microelectronic

industry desperately needs a domestic mass market and, as we now
have his and her pocket calculators in every room , we can expect
the rise of a leisure

industry ~

designed to distract us.

based on microelectronic games

It would be prudent for a cynical govern-

ment to encourage this growth9 as paradoxically it would make work,
and also help to control and deflect alienation and aggression by
converting us to plug-in compatibles on a national sedation network,
for example cable television .
In the end, we may become conditioned to a completely electronic
Walter Mitty existence of simulated living.
3.

Trades Unions in a Fragile Society

I shall speak only of trade unions within the U.K. as I am not
familiar with the trades' union scenes in Europe 9 USA, Africa or the
USSR.
It is a plausible argument that some human aspects of system
design would be better handled if the staff affected participated
in the design.

It would however be impractical for all to do so

individually, and hence representatives would be needed.

Obvious,

but not inevitable candidates would be trade union representatives.
It can be legitimately asked if the objectives of the trade unions
would be socially superior to those of.management, for trade union
leaders are also partial.

They are responsible only to their members,

not to the workers generallY1 nor to the job 9 nor to society.

They

are seeking particular advantages for particular members of a
particular union 1 and this needs to be remembered when TUC preachers
climb into their pulpits.
Union consultation should be sought on objectives and broad
strategy rather than technical minutiae.

Consultation would present

a problem to the trades unions because their traditional role has
involved opposition not proposition, and
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resistanc~

not initiative.

trade .nions tend instinctively to see consultation as the right to
oppose rather

th~l

an opportunity to propose and, not content only to

be heard, expect to be heeded: in fact, they expect the harlot's
privilege of power without responsibility,

The realisation that

power-sharing implies blame-sharing is causing some of them, at best,
agonising reappraisals, at worst, producing unedifying wrigglingo
When we speak of unions, we usually mean the leadership, as in
practical terms only the leaders or local leaders can participate,
for reference to the membership would be too slowo

These leaders

experience severe problems in these times of rapid technological change,
as they must neither outpace nor lag behind their members, and this
presents .them with the difficult problem of educating their membership.
I have no doubt that there must be the earliest and fullest
possible consultation before the design objectives and specification
of the system are set, as later it is much more difficult to change .
Three reasons, in descending order of altruism , are:
(1)

it is a basic human right;

(2)

good personnel management;

(3)

to avert future crises; that is, trouble if you don'tl

It has to be accepted that consultation, simply by the nature of
committees, will mean delay, but delay at the planning state is
preferable to frustration later ono
Computer Staff unions are not special in that they demand
protection of members' interests and Clive Jenkins has s.a id unions
are "in the business of redefining the concept of employers legitmate
interests"o
Issues which have been raised in regular Joint Consultative
Committee meetings by computer trade unions include payscales, overtime rates, shift allowance, duty schedules, attendance times in
relation to public transport, holidays, accommodation standards,
manning , standards, personal security, recruitment, training, promotion,
careers development, senior appointments, job titles, discipline, use
of outside staff, efficiency reviews, moves, redundancy, union
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facilities, business plans and

prospects~

organisation, hardware,

software, computer centre location, computer development plans,
attitudes to sympathetic industrial action, and political action
on such issues as apartheid.

Anyone of these issues could, at

any time, erupt and imperil the smooth flow and timely completion
of work and the views of staff and management rarely coincide at
every point.
Although consultation is often considered a bothersome and
tedious chore, and the discussions are often emotional and
irrational, regular recognised consultation is essential.
There are two new factors of growing importance: white collar
militancy resulting from the loss of status of clerical and lower
managerial staffs; and the disruption of work for political objectives..

This can be for economic reasons, as the blockade of French

eggs by farmers in the South West; on ideological grounds, such as
Apartheid; or a mixture of both, such as the trade's unions attitude towards the EEC, fostered both by anti-capitalist feelings
and the fear of competition.
In all

this. ~

computer system operators or planners are

liable to be innocent, helpless victims with no course of action
open to them to redress the union's grievances.

They can easily

be caught in the cirossfire between competing unions.

For example,

attitudes to shift work vary from union to union: Clive Jenkins
of the Ass.o ciated Society of Technical and Managerial Staff
believes there is "no ideological objection" to shift working and
no problem that cannot "be dissolved in a dilute but highly corrosive
solution of sterling", whereas Mike Cooley of the Amalgamated Union
of Engineering Workers feels strongly that shift working should not
be allowed as it upsets men ' s lives to suit the needs of a mechanical
monster - especially in areas where shift working has not been
customary, for example, managerial and clerical work.
some feature is that militants and

z~alots

A trouble-

can rise to influence

and power, because, as in all voluntary bodies, power gravitates
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to the hands of those who want it enough to endure the bores and the
chores of office.

Thus leadership may not fairly represent the

members involved , especially in the large nationaltinions which span
a variety of occupations, employers and locations.

Such unions often

have prbfessional leaders separated by class, education, culture and
ambition from the rank and file members.
This non-representativeness is of special significance.

Tremend-

ous economic and political leverage can be wielded by unions whose
members include computer staff.

As more and more large organisations

depend completely on computing centres for accounting, records,
manufacturing, distribuiton control they become very vulnerable to
any disruption at computer centres, and prolonged industrial action
would be a serious threat to the organisation's survival.

When union-

ised, a very few people in computing positions can take industrial
action (on behalf of others) and be supported indefinitely by the
other 90% of workers.

A composite union including computing staff has

been dealt a ' particularly strong hand in the negotiating game.

We

are putting ourselves in the position of a very fragile society;
providing a pre sure point for those who wi'sh to pressurise us.
Not to be unfair to the unions , there are other potential
disturbers of computer systems - student anarchists, urban guerillas,
citizen and consumer action groups, mischievious phreaks, disgruntled
ex-employees, jokey systems analysts or programmers, criminals bent on
~raud,

theft or blackmail, national or industrial spies or saboteurs.

As industrial, commercial and governmental affairs become even
more closely coupled by data-linked computer systems, so Society

1S

becoming more highly strung , more vulnerable to pressure groups
promoting the interests of minorities.
I am not predicting that this must happen, but merely pointing
out that we are forging the instruments which make it possible; and
what becomes possible tends to become probable.
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The more complex the
would be.

system~

the more catastrophic the failure

The moral is to design systems as hierarchies of free-

standing independent autonomous sub-systems,

This happens anyway

under the laissez-aller regime of free enterprise.

Again, packet

switching with multiple alternative routing is more immune to
hostile acts than the more efficient but less flexible channel
switching system,
The social problems of industrial action in a tight knit
commercial industrial complex are severe enough within one nation,
but with today's multinational corporations, we may see international
trades unions tomorrow,

A not inconsiderable item among other

objectives of multinational operations is the freedom from political
control by home and host governments,

It is easy to forsee inter-

national conflicts arising when a multinational corporation acts
against economic policies favoured by unions in one of "its"
counties.

It would be an interesting test of worker solidarity to

see whether industrial action occurred on a multinational scale; if
it did, it would cut off one escape route, namely the corporation's
ability to move essential computer activities to foreign countries
by using international data links.

Pe.rhaps international data links

are already planned so that no one country is entirely at the mercy
of its native work force.
To sum up, I have sought to direct your attention to three points.
1..

We need to consider the effects of computer systems on those
displaced by them, those who operate these systems, and those
who are at the receiving end of their services.

Refined and

skillful cost benefit analyses in the pursuit of financial
efficiency are not enough.

Humanity is also important, and we

need to have social and humane objectives as well.
2,

We need to pay more heed to the possible effects of displacing
workers1 obsoleting their skills and trivialising their experience and past contribution: for these can erode a man's selfrespect, and tip him out of his established position in society.
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3.

We must consider the vastly increased leverage which computers
provide for any who may wish to disrupt our affairs in the
pursuit of their special interests, be they economic, political
or purely quirkey.
Although none of these is a problem peculiar to computers,

applying also to most technical innovations, I believe however that
all those who study Computer Science ought to devote some thought to
them.
Discussion
Professor Page started the discussion by asking Mr Laver if he
could shed any rays of light on the problems.

Mr Laver replied that

he had no easy answer, and he thought that our only hope was to
educate our masters, namely the Trades Union Congress and the
Confederation of British Industry (TUC and the CBI).

The TUC must

be convinced that computers are not necessarily a threat to their
members.

Attempts should be made to convince the CBI to make computers

more acceptable to workers.

Mr Laver again emphasised that financial

criteria are not enough in designing computer systems.

Professor Page

mentioned that this attitude was not peculiar to computers alone and
cited the example of the asbestos industry installing dust control
before legislation enforced it presumably for some overall financial
advantage.

In reply, Mr Laver commented that he could not envisage

computer manufacturers advising their customers to ease off their use
of a machine by, for example, discontinuing the practice of running
three of four shifts to keep costs down.
Professor van der Sluis asked if perhaps the blame was being
wrongly placed on the manufacturers of computers.

He asked if

perhaps, a central efficiency agency should not be guiding the use
of computers in each country.
Mr Laver agreed that this was a good point, as manufacturers of
revolvers were not expected to tell their customers not to shoot
people.

He suggested that the most appropriate body would be the
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British Computer Society which was trying to introduce professional
standards.

A member of a profession has a duty to lead his client

into a more socially acceptable role.

Mr Laver also concurred with

Professor van der Sluis that there should be more discussion at,
for example, university conferences and seminars of the social
problems caused by computers.
Professor Griffiths suggested that, as an analogy to health
warnings on cigarette packets, each reel of computer tape should
state that computers are harmful to society.
Miss Barraclough thought that perhaps computers should not be
used to attempt 100% of the job, leaving no loose ends.

Instead,

computers should only be employed for 90% of the work and the
interesting and skillful 10% should be left to clerks.

Mr Laver

agreed but wondered what would motivate top management to do this.
He reiterated that he, too, believed in McGregor's Theory Y, rather
than in Theory X: people respond to being trusted rather than having
to be driven by dog whips and even then, making mistakes if possible.
Dr Holt suggested that it was a bad myth that tools were neutral
and hypothesised that computers, as powerful tools, demanded problems
and that design factors thus had very profound implications.
Mr Laver said this had been mentioned by John Culkin who
suggested that first we shape our tools, then they shape us.
Professor Page wound up the discussion by suggesting that perhaps
research students should be asked to seek the solutions to these
/

problems.
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Computation and Democracy
In my earlier lecture I touched very sketchily on three groups
of problems which I believe computers and communications systems may
pose in the area of employment.

Further to that, I would like to

make two brief points as post dicta.

Firstly? that for once we have

a genuine case of synergy on our hands, because computers and telecommunications are a much more potent implement than either separately,
and more powerful social force than the mere sum of the two.

Secondly,

because I focused, as I shall today, on the problems of the unpleasing
side effects of computers and telecommunications, you should not
assume that I see no benefits; because I am thoroughly convinced that
there are enormous benefits available if only we have the wit to
seize them and the wisdom to guide their humane application.
Today I would like to touch in a similarly tentative fashion, on
three problems that interconnected computer networks could pose for
democracy.

I shall not attempt to define democracy exce.pt osten-

sively; by pointing in the general direction of the systems of
representative governments in European and American countries, on
one of their better days.

The first of the problems between computer

networks and democracy is:
1.

Access to Information
Democracy assumes participation by electors in the governing

process; and for this to be effective it implies:1)

The free availability of information.

2)

The ability to draw sound conclusions from this information.

3)

The power to have these conclusions heeded or at least heard.
To deal firstly with the availability of information.

As more

and more information comes to be circulated wi thin and betw'een interconnected computer systems so it becomes less accessible to the
ordinary man and woman.

Ironically, the measures which may be

taken to protect his or her privacy may also prevent him from knowing
what he needs to know to act responsibly.
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This forms an inescapable

dilemma, whence escape

deman~

a great deal of good sense, even more

of good faith, on both sideso
Next, on the ability to draw sound conclusions from the information available.

Even if the ordinary voter were given access to the

basic entries in the governments files and databanks, he would face
formidable obstacles in using the datao

This is because facts never

speak for themselves, they speak only through interpreters: brute facts
are dumb brutes.

Very few voters indeed, have been equipped with the

adequate analytical skills in the ordinary course of their education,
and those that have been, for example computer scientists, can
scarcely claim any superior moral or political worth to draw the
necessary conclusions o

To repeat my point, a fact is not just a bare

fact - it is always clothed decently in a concept, tailored for some
purpose, as it was conceived when its collection was begun, and this
purpose inevitably sifts and sorts the facts collected, and colours
them.

Facts in the social or political arena usually tell you more

about the interests of their collectors, than about the state of the
'real world'.

It is as true for economics and politics as it is for science that
a fact, especially a numerical fact which derives from a measurement,
expresses a fossilised hypothesis.

So it is risky to use them for

any other purpose than that for . which they are collected.
productivity which was devised by economists as a

conveh~nt

For example,
index to

measure the progress of a business is now used by trade Unionists when
they negotiate new wage rises, as if it has some kind of social merit
or worth.

As if, because industry has increased capital investment

and hence output had risen, the workers automatically deserved higher
wages.
The facts in government's databanks and files will therefore have
been processed to suit its needs or beliefs, and hence it is rarely
possible for anyone else to unscramble the omelette, recover the eggs,
and cook another dish of their own devising.

This has always been one

of the problems at the change of administrations, because almost

inevitably this is what is desired.

It has not been done with any

sinister intent but in mankind's naive belief that we had reached
an adequate understanding and evolved the best method of analysis.
I can see a possible danger here in the growing use of minicomputers in intelligent terminals and data concentrators in networks, in that data are thereby automatically and irretrievably
cooked in the very act and instant of their collection - and one
particular, pre- programmed interpretation is imposed upon them.

They

will tend to force an interpretation upon these data which we
cannot reverse..

It is a fearfully heavy responsibility, not to

mention a grave temptation, for those who program these mini-computers.
Let me now make a biological comparison with visual data.

This is

heavily preprocessed in the retina and sent via the optic nerve to
the brain.

The preprocessing was arranged by some benevolent

economist (celestial) to relieve the load on the optic nerve, but
it exposes us to the risk of an optical illusion in unusual circumstances.

These could be the situations when it could be especially

important to be right .
This fearful responsibility on those who write programs opens
up all sorts of possibilities for a little bit of "sly fiddling".
Computer technology could thus widen the gap between an informationrich government and its information- poor population, and will so
shift the balance of power even more towards central government.
There is no real possibility of an effective, independent, nongovernmental network, as this would be too costly in both cash and
talents, and for the reasons mentioned earlier would not collect the
same facts, as it would start from a different base.

There would be

a total non-dialogue between the systems.
The development of international data links and the growth of
multinational corporations raises the possibilities that commercial
and economic data may be stored outside its home country.

The

reasons for this may be entirely innocent: - economic system design,
the location of skills and so forth, but it opens up possibilities
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of withholding or concealing the data from the home government.J or,
indeed, from others who fancy they have the right to know it,

Shall

we see the data equivalent of numbered accounts in Swiss banks or
computer centres

flying flags of convenience in foreign countries?

Shall we need laws forbidding the export of certain kinds of data,
as Sweden already has?
ment problem.

This would provide an interesting

enforce~

Shall we need extradition treaties for data?

Multinational corporations are not the only bodies who will use
the information-engineering system to help them to organise and
associate irrespective of distance.

Should the cost of computers or

communications fall, relatively, could we see communities of interest
developing between people sharing similar ideas and enthusiasms, but
living in different countries,
Computers and privacy have been endlessly discussed and I do
not propose to make more than two brief comments.

Firstly, that

those whose privacy is most likely to be invaded by the state are
those who need its help - they are more concerned about having everything recorded so that they will receive the benefits they are
entitled to, than they are worried about privacy,

Many of the people

who get so excited are the self-aware, self-sufficient, articulate
members of the intellectual middle class who expect nothing of the
state except taxes, and wish for nothing but to be left alone.
Considering it democratically, I very much doubt if they are typical
of the majority.
My second comment on privacy

1S

to say that I can see no way of

avoiding the problems except by some form of public regulation and
inspection of data banks, whether private or governmental.

But I

would hate to be a government inspector faced with visiting some
larg.e. on-line computer centre which was only part of an information
system and not the whole of it, the rest being dispersed either
nationally or internationally, and having to certify, on oath, that
it was doing what, exactly what, and only what, it had been authorised
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to do .

It would be very easy to legislate, but very difficult to

carry it out ,

Anyone of us, here todaY9 could think of half a

dozen ways of building software or hardware gadgets to detect and
defle ct the inquisitor from what we wished to hide ,
2.

Electronics and Electioneering
I use 'electioneering' as a shorthand term for the ' democratic

decis ion maklng process' as I could not resist the rhythmic alliteration of electronics and electioneers,

It is also less like a

piece of jargon from one of those social sciences that seem to

co~fuse

the conferring of labels with the acquiring of insight .
It is arguable, i n fact it has been argued, that Parliament was
set up as a central decision making system in a time of slow communications , whereas today's instant electronic links plus central processor
analysis would allow all citizens to vote on all issues before

govern~

ment and so get an unbiased sense of majority opinion - an instant
electroni c referendum,

This iS 9 for enthusiastic advocates , seen as

the redis covery of the purest form of Athenian democracy.

The relevance

of the purity of Athenian democracy aside, this is a proposition we may
take leave to doubt ,

Certainly we can agree that the technical means

now exist to set up a national network to conduct electronic referenda
at the drop of a hat and provide the answers before the hat reaches
the ground

0

However the concept is wrong, and the proposers appear to

confuse the mechanisms of democracy with i ts ethos - its essence is
not found in the operational mechanics of voting systems that determine
the will of the majority, but in th e respect of that majority for the
rights of the minority and of individuals (as each of us is a minority
of one)

0

Shortening the decision time does nothing helpful to reduce

possib le errors i n information collection, or in judgement, and it
eliminates the princ ipal function of Parliament.

Parliament comes

from the verb to speak and not from the verb to vote .
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Another substantial political consequence of instant referenda
would be a change, for the United

Kingdom~

from party-dominated to

issue-dominated politics cutting across party lines; for example,
the recent party splits over Britain's presence in the European
Economic Community would be common.
about

merit~

I am not making any judgement

I am just pointing out that it would be different .

It

also poses the question as to whether this would make Britain more,
or less, ungovernable.
Parliamentary democracy rests on two assumptions, firstly that
men and women have enough sound commonsense to understand complex
issues, and secondly that voting in a national assembly is an
appropriate way to determine and control these matters .

However,

some issues are too complex even for full-time professional legislators and, .if put to a r 'eferendum would have to be butchered into
deceptive simplicity, to make them susceptible to public choice.
Even then, the mass persuasion industry, exploited by interested
groups or by plausible demogogues, could sway the vote in an
irrational or irresponsible fashion.
Very few ordinary men and women have the

capacity~

or the inclin-

ation to devote enough of their spare time to political questions, to
reach reasoned conclusions - though it would solve the leisure
problem I talked about in my earlier lecture!

The result , therefore,

Qf instant referenda would be push button popUlism rather than an
electronic democracy.
Anyone who doubts my point may care to read "The Great Computer:
A Vision" by Olof Johannesson, (2) which wi ttily and perceptively
illuminates the problems of compulsory electronic referenda on all
issues in his complete freedom democracy, in which all citizens are
made Members of Parliament and have a compulsory vote on every issue.
Instant electronic referenda are not the only example of interaction with computers in the democratic process.
analyse opinion polls.

Another use is to

Of course this could be done without computers,
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but the speed of computer analysis keeps up a feverish pace and
helps titillate the public.

Moreover , the use of expensive computers

in combination with eminent statisticians suggests that any results
are valuable and important , and we know that they are neither.
Political commentators have seen two problems arising out of the use
of opinion polls .

The first being the feed-forward effect from polls

results , peopl e l i ke t o vote the way of the majority - jumping on the
bandwagon .

Working against this are the lazy voters who, once they

see that their favoured party is in the lead , stay at home.

I,

myself doubt if ei ther has much effect as they will tend to cancel
each other out, and for the average man or woman the public image
of computers is as l ikely to lead them to d;i.scount the poll results
if they differ from their own views .

(Punch, however, doubts if

there is more . than one average woman in fifty . )
The second problem is more troublesome , and is that polls can
be used to construct political programmes which have been researched
to have the maximum electoral appeal .

At first glance this , like

electronic ref e r enda , may seem the ultimate in democracy .

Reflection,

however , sugge s ts it would rather rapidly degenerate to a slick sales
exercise re s ul ti ng in foil wrapped , oven-ready packages of popular
prejudices rather than well considered political programmes ,
To conclude , then, I do not see computers or other electronic
aids adding anythi ng of real value· to the political scene , and as
true democrats we wi ll need to watch all such proposals with wary
scepticism .
3.

The Effect of the Systems Approach on Decision Making in Politics
I will touch here on the possible effect on the democratic process

of the growing u s e of the systems approach to decision making in the
political arena through the use of computer-propelled economic models.
Here also , the effects are those of modelling rather than of
computers , but wi thout the speed, storage , scale or complexity of the
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computers the models would be of an entirely different order.

The

point I want to make derives from the complexity which the use of
computers makes possible.

Model builders face great practical

difficulty in choosing the degree of complexity to go to.

If they

keep it simple it may become too crude to be useful for prediction,
but on the other hand it may give deep insights into the relationships which too much precision may obscure.

I wonder if Boyle

would have discovered his law if he had all the precise gauges available today for measurement?

Sometimes a general impression is use-

ful to give a deeper insight.

However, complexity in the model' is

no guarantee of clarity in the thinking.

The added detail may be

misconceived and even the most elaborate model will omit a great
deal; and if we are unlucky we may find later that in modelling the
body politic we have included the eyelashes but left out the liver.
Because we have employed eminent economists and costly computers it
is tempting to

believe~

however naively that this would not have

been done unless the data was accurate (not merely precise), the
methods adequate and the results relevant.

This does not follow

automatically, for when the spell wears off, we may find that economic data is far from being accurate, and that economic analysis
does not represent an objective account of reality .

If you doubt

the point about the di stinction between precision and accuracy read,
'On the Accuracy of Economic Observations' Oskar Morg~nstern(3).
Life is never linear nor zero sum; subsystems are never independent, only suffic i ently so for some particular purpose and that
implies a judgement.

We have no choice but to simplify to make

analysis possible , but in doing so let us not mistake our methodology for metaphysics .

For it may be convenient and necessary to

assume some feature of the world behaves as if ' X' were true; but
we should not delude ourselves or others that it really is so, else
we may be tempted to oppress those who disagree with us.
Computers then, allow us to put in more variables and relations
than we can easily comprehend.

My own view is that it is probably

safer to lash about rather freely with Occam' s
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razor ~

provided that

we do not forget Whitehead"s dictum\tJo seek simplicity and distrust
it' .
Computer-driven models have always been too complex for the
average man to understand .

Hence their use by governments will raise

methods of reaching _policy decision& to entirely new heights of
mystification - causing a rise from the merely uncomprehended to the
incomprehensible.

This will exacerbate the ordinary man's feelings

of alienation from the decision process - he already feels excluded
with consultation only once every three to five years, but a total
lack of understanding could cause apathy and alienation o

This could

lend support to influencing decisions in more direct ways such as
demonstrations , voting with the feet rather than the heado

The

result under a weak government would be mob rule, ochlocracy - an
ugly word for an ugly thing.
Excessive reliance on computer modelling as a tool of government
could become anti-democratic, as it is inevitably expensive and
likely to lie within the grasp only of governments and similar large
organisations, so the locus of political power and decision making
could thus move further towards them and away from individuals , and
so away from democracy and towards a 'corporate state' .
is assisted by the use of the same

This trend

data and techniques by business

and government, so blurring the boundaries between them, in a homogeneous managerial state , where electors are treated as consumers of
government services as well as of industries' goods.

This may not be

bad, but it raises political problems.
I have been dilating on modelling, but they are only one example
of experts at work.

President Pompidou listed three ways for a

politician to ruin his career; women, gambling and trusting experts.
Of these he said the first was the most pleasant , the second the
most speedy, but the third the most certain .
However in today ' s complex situations politicians may have the
authority to act and may see a goal which they are trying to act
towards, but they remain helpless until an expert systems man has
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analysed and presented the alternatives and consequences , for onl y
thus can we hope to detect and exploit the rationale behind the
shifting flux of phenomena.

Political power could thus move even more

towards an expert bure'aucracy, which will tend to be authoritarian in
character because -it must protect itself again's t those who wish to
criticise it, including those-nominally holding the reins of power.
However, a skilful minister will use his experts, and not be used
by them for example to crush opponents, to find good reasons for bad
policies, and so forth, as many convenient things can be done by a
group of prestigious .experts, recruited for the purpose , whose privileged access to government information gives them at least a time
advantage over any opposition.
One group of experts who are of sp.e cial interest to us is the
systems analysts and programmers whose work underpins t he who le of
government ' s day to day administration.

Only this ve r y small group .

really understands in detail - and it is the detail whi ch count s precisely what its systems and .programs actually do .

Only th ey know

what data has been collected, how it has been filtered and on what
bases and assumptions it has been tested, evaluated, pro c ess ed and
presented .
elite .

This potentially constitutes a dang.erously powerf u l

Fortunately, so far they are a reas-onably di v e rs e gr oup of

relatively modest men and women without political ambi t i ons f or
power

is

(4).

But, they are becoming a powerful elite regardless of wh eth e r

a temptation and as Lord Acton noted 'Power tends to c orrup t'

they want to use their power or not.
Elitism implies an oligarchy, but in England we do not mi. nd that
as we are lazy pol i tical ly ; for as long as central governm ent r emai ns
benevolent, the average Eng.lishman will be content.
the English are not i nterested in politics.

For t he most part

We tend to t r eat p olitics

like drains- in this- country, we are quite content for them to s tay
underground and out of s-ight, as l ,ong as , they do not begin to smell.
We hope only for peac e , prosp-erity, low taxes and to be left al one.
We will cheerfully leave the chores' and bores of office to the
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politically active minority.

This is not necessarily

undemocratic~

and I am not criticising . it, as long as we define democracy as
government in the interests of the people, and not by the people.
However, it is not very likely that people would welcome a
central government run by self-confessed experts, for public opinion
reveals a deep distrust for experts, especially computer experts,
who are seen as dessicated calculators intent on maximising the
quantitiative while ignoring the qualitative.
IV

Conclusion
You may be inclined to say that I have been quick enough to

diagnose, but not to suggest any therapy.

I have no panacea to

propose, no coherent program, but perhaps I could mention a few
isolated points that I should like to be deposited in the heads of
the educated individuals that go through Computer Science courses.
They are not in any coherent order.
1)

Computer Science Courses should pay more attention to the problems

of commercial data processing, including governmental.

It is academic

arrogance to see these problems as trivial; they are far from it.

If

one looks at comparative numbers of computers, and people using them
and affected by them, we should be quite clear which is the tip and
which is the iceberg.
2)

We need to take account of the human factors in system design J and

to remember the people affected are human beings.

They should be

consulted in the setting up of design objectives.
3)

Systems analysis and design is not simply a technical problem

with one single algorithmic solution.
solution, or a best solution.

There is never only one

The graph of 'bestness' is a very flat

distribution, which is good, else it would be a major problem in
administration.

It is important to emphasise that no technological

necessity constrainsu& to develop one form of bu&iness or political
organisation rather than any other.

Information systems can be

equally well designed and used to support rigid centralised bureau-
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cracy asa decentralis-ed co-ordinated autonomy - or a fluid mixture,
There is no need to make either/or decisions, as this is not a binary
problem .
4)

We should teach the implications of information-engineering

systems in terms of their current potential , theoretical limitations
and practical
5)

constrain~

on design trends .

Courses should discuss the implications of linked computer systems

for privacy and security , and what precautions are necessary and
practical.
6)

The influence of the single chip circuit, its potential for dist-

ributed processing of data in networks, the risks of subliminal preprocessing of factual data.

Also the future role in domestic systems

for home information and home entertainment growing out of telephone
and television services .
7)

To evaluate the importance and effects of tightening the integ-

ration of communication and computer systems for commerce, government
and individuals; this is the major invention of this

centu~,

it is

more important than nuclear energy, as it effects mans ' thinking ; it
does not just offer to blow him up .
8)

We should look at the implications of data sharing and systems

interconnection by business and government as promoting the managerial
state.

I do not feel this is necessarily so, but it is worth

discussing .

Also the ihcreasing vulnerability of our highly strung

society to disruption by dissatisfied and militant minorities.
9)

Discuss the relevance and accuracy of economic data and models .

10) Develop discussions between computer science, economics and
political science departments .

To take responsibility of informing

Trade Uni ons .
I may have occasionally sounded gloomy but, with Chesterton, I
do not believe in a fate that falls on men however they act but in
one that falls on them unless they act .
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Discussion
Professor Page opened the discussion pointing out that for many
years we have had the practice of auditing accoUfts.

The auditor

has performed a standard set of checks which were imperfect but
after each flagrant fraud they were improved.

Could we not have

the same situation for databanks; some standard checks could be
easily carried out now and more subtle ones would emerge later.
Mr Laver replied that it would only be practical to carry out the
most elementary

checks~

and that virtually the only method would

be to catch some one red-handed.

We should not seek for perfection

just a quantified insurance type risk, which would be similar to
safe makers, who do not claim no one can break into their equipment, but see that the best equipment would take three hours to
open it, so it should be patrolled every hour.
test how anyone centre is being used.

There is no way to

It is not

practical to put

in a probe, say by trying some test data to find out what happens
for it is very easy to have by-passes.

Dr A.W. Holt thanked

Mr Laver for the lecture, even if he did not agree with every word.
Every politician and demagogue knows that the power to pose questions
is a great political power, which determines what issues are to be
discussed, never mind how they are to be resolved.

Television, let

alone computers, has greatly shifted the balance of power, as it is
now in only a few people's hands to d.e cide which questions are to be
considered by people at anyone t .ime.

Dr Holt was pessimistic about

the topic of the lecture and could see no solution until better
tools are available, and a conscientious effort is made to relate
these questions to the world situation.

Dr Hamming also congrat-

ulated Mr Laver on his lecture but wanted to emphasise the time
effects on data.

He used the example of reducing the legal consequences

of suLcide; when this occurs doctors will report many more cases as
suicides.

This makes it very difficult to have reliable time series.

He supported the excellence of Morgenstern's book.

Mr Laver agreed

with this point and said this was what he had meant earlier in the
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lecture by the definition of a fact.

Professor Randell mentioned

another book 'Computers, CommunicatiodSand Society' (5).
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